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REASONS TO BUY

Stadium football goals made by us do not tilt backwards 
when nets are tensioned and all include flush locking 
ground socket caps not loose drop in caps that can be 
quickly lost.

A unique post locking system is included to prevent 
unauthorised removal of the goal posts which is not 
available on other stadium football goals.

The very latest net fixing system is included which just needs 
to be rotated to secure net inside. The fixings allow the net to 
be removed quickly if required and the unique design enables 
them to also be secured in a permanent position when nets 
are to be left attached to the posts.

The "key" difference is the unique patented system that locks 
posts in position, removes the need for bolts and the need for 
customers to build the actual goalposts. The posts come 
ready to drop in place, a lock is inserted and they are ready to 
go.  They cannot be removed without the key holder’s 
consent giving full accountability. All expansion and 
contraction problems found on other stadium goals is 
alleviated. The posts require no ongoing maintenance, 
tightening of bolts or re-alignment. The goals are 
manufactured with the latest CNC and laser cutting 
technology ensuring all the  posts are interchangeable. 
Crossbars lock to uprights and once fitted they do not need 
adjustment. The stadium goals are made to a slightly bigger 
European profile, conform to EN748 and are ideal for 
televised matches.

The less expensive self-build aluminium stadium goals 
have mitred corners that are only held together with internal 
brackets bolted together. (see picture below). These need 
constant maintenance and re-alignment as they come 
apart due to expansion. Fully welded stadium goal post 
corners include strong internal brackets that stay firmly 
together and require no maintenance. 

European & USA Patent GB 2423260

 *Photo taken by our technical director shows a typical stadium location where these type of goal posts could be used.
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